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Many factors affect 
US-China trade 

n Consumer tastes for US vs. Chinese goods
n Prices of US vs. Chinese goods
n Exchange rates 
n Tariffs, taxes and restrictions on trade
n Non-tariff barriers such as environmental, health or 

safety standards, etc.
n Geopolitics – national security – e.g. Huawei case
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Trade is good for US? Public no 
vs. Scholars yes
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Why: Trade benefits widespread and small per 
person, but costs are concentrated and complaints 
overwhelm silent majority

Basics of international trade

n Consumers generally gain and so do exporters and their 
workers, but some domestic companies and their workers may 
be hurt

n Trade deficit (surplus) = exports – imports +capital inflows 
(outflows) 4
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Financial or Capital flows

n US net capital inflow = purchase of foreign assets is less 
than purchases by foreigners of US assets 

n Net capital flow is influenced by:
n Real (inflation-adjusted) rate of return on US vs foreign assets
n Perceived risks of holding assets abroad
n Policies on foreign ownership of domestic assets

n Example:
n Rate on US 10-year bonds 2.7% minus inflation 1.9% = real 

return of 0.8%. 
n Rate on 10-year Chinese bond is 2.9% minus inflation 1.9% = 

real return of 1%. 
n If perceive a higher risk in China than US, may buy US bond
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Are US trade deficits 
(capital inflows) bad?

n Just as an individual debt be either prudent or profligate 
manner, so can a trade deficit

n Trade deficit is not a problem in itself but can be a symptom
n Trade deficits may caused by lack of savings, heavy 

government debt, noncompetitive exports, unfair competition 
n Or good news if caused by investment opportunities, foreign 

confidence, lower inflation, consumer bargains abroad …
n US savings rate has declined and net capital outflow has 

reversed to a rising net capital inflow
n “Deficit” has negative connotation, “capital inflow” doesn’t
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Country Exports Imports
Total 
Trade

Trade 
Balance

World 1,546  2,342       3,888       (796)       
 EU 283     435          718          (151)       

 China 130     505          635          (376)       

 Canada 282     299          582          (17)         

 Mexico 243     314          558          (71)         

 Japan 68       136          204          (69)         

 Taiwan 26         42              68              (17)           

Source:wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_the_largest_trading_partn

ers_of_the_United_States

US trade by country, 2017 (Bil$)
Big 5 
are  

2/3rds 
of trade

Deficits 
with 19 
of top 

30

In top 
10, only 
UK has 
surplus

US GDP=$19 tril. So trade=$3.9/$19= 21%
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Gains of globalization concentrated 

at top, bottom left out

9

US only 3%

Top 10% gain 

large in India 

& US

China & W 

Europe less 

skewed gains

Income groupW Europe China India US
Bottom 50% 17% 13% 11% 3%
Middle 40% 37% 43% 23% 33%
Top 10% 46% 43% 66% 64%
 Total 100% 100% 100% 100%

Share of Growth Captured, 1980-2015

Source: Lucas Chancel and Thomas Piketty, India Income 
inequality, 1922-2015. The distribution is of per adult pre-tax 
national income

Globalization once promised a world of winners …. The 

past few years have shattered this fantasy, as those 

who've paid the price for globalism's gains have turned to 
populist and nationalist politicians to express fury at the 

…elites they blame for their losses. Ian Bremmer, US vs. Them, 

dust jacket

US debt to China: How 
Much, Why, & What If

n China held $1 of $20+ trillion US debt since 2010 – with 
Japan a close second of total $4 trillion foreign holdings

n China is US’s biggest foreign lender due to trade deficit
n Instead of buying US exports, China invests in US debt, 

which keeps US interest rates and inflation low and value of 
dollar higher and supports growth

n China occasionally threatens to sell US debt which would 
raise US interest rates, slow US growth, weaken  dollar, and 
depress value of government debt

n Russia did sell US housing debt during Great Recession but 
didn’t persuade China to join and dump also*

10*Adam Tooze, Crashed, p 137
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China has 
more to lose 
in trade war, 
but statistics 
can be 
misleading 
due to 
supply 
chain; US 
allies may be 
hurt too

Global Supply Chain of I-phone: Trade 
data say 100% from China, but only fraction

12
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Repercussions of tariffs

n Tariffs on steel and aluminum: 27,000 jobs created in steel and 
aluminum industry, but 430,000 jobs lost

n Chinese retaliatory tariffs on US ag exports crippled them, 
prompting $12 bil aid to farmers

n Recent detailed study of 151 countries over 1963-2014 found 
that tariff increases lead to declines in domestic output and 
productivity, more unemployment, higher inequality, and real 
exchange rate appreciation, but only small effects on trade 
balance. 

n Despite these damaging effects, electorate generally supports 
such tariffs

13

Sources: Topic 4 “Decoding U.S.-China Trade,” by Jeremy Haft, Great Decisions 2019 
and “Macroeconomic Consequences of Tariffs,” By Davide Furceri, et al., NBER 
Working Paper No. 25402, December 2018

What non-tariff steps would level 
trade playing field with China?

n Stricter safety - Chinese food and drugs often unsafe 
because of lax regulations and enforcement

n If put price on harmful climate change cost of carbon, 
would make imports costlier but put prices in line with true 
costs

n Use value-added measures so know where value is 
created in global supply chain & jobs impacted

n Multilateral agreement more effective in countering China’s 
economic behavior

n Keep fostering R&D

14Notes on Topic 4 “Decoding U.S.-China Trade,” by Jeremy Haft, Great Decisions 2019
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Xi Jinping – A new Mao?

n Centralized power, purged rivals, personality cult like Mao 
n May break precedent and stay in power
n Rejects democracy & western values and offers “great 

rejuvenation” 
n Given propaganda and cyber war on liberal democracy, 

Chinese may accept creeping dictatorship if livelihoods 
continue to improve

n Jettisoned foreign policy of “hide its light and bide its 
time” and now “we are big country and that’s a fact”

15Source: Under Xi Jinping, China is turning back to dictatorship, FT, October 10, 2017 
by Jamil Anderlini

Why is China becoming more 
aggressive? Wants rejuvenation

n Regain former areas - South China Sea, Taiwan, Ryukyu…
n Better connectivity - New Silk Road (Belt and Road 

Initiative) to boost development and trade
n “Military Dream” - win wars
n Apologies for “century of humiliation”
n “Going Out” – more external business
n Currency Renminbi (RMB) wider acceptance
n Greater role in world affairs
n Become rich & powerful: others must recognize & respect 

16
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China’s BRI to connect Eurasia, largest project in history, 
but US worries about debt diplomacy and new colonialism

China’s Belt and Road Initiative

China not yet stronger 
militarily than US

US
n $738 bil military & slowing

n 1.4 million troops
n 700,000 defense employees

n 300,000 military abroad

n 75+ bases abroad

n Navy patrols oceans
n Sophisticated weaponry

n 68 Security treaties

China
n $70-$150 bil, rising

n 2.2 million troops
n 1 million police

n Few military abroad

n No foreign bases

n Navy mostly stays home
n Now developing

n No security treaties

18But possibly sooner than expected.
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2017 Military 
Strength

1. US
2. Russia
3. China 
4. India 

5. France  

6. UK

7. Japan

2017 GDP ($tril. ppp)

US still #1 in World, but China 
plus Russia are threatening

Global Firepower includes 
geographical, local 
industry, and available 
manpower. 
www.globalfirepower.com
/countries-listing.asp>

1. US
2. Russia
3. China 
4. UK

5. Germany  

6. France

7. Japan

16. India

2016 Power & 
Influence 

Nations that dominate headlines, 
preoccupy policymakers 
www.usnews.com/news/best-
countries/power-rankings

www.the-american-
interest.com/2017/01/2
4/the-eight-great-
powers-of-2017/

1. China $23 

2. US         $19 
3. India       $9 

4. Japan      $5 

5. Germany  $4 

6. Russia $3 

7. Indonesia  $3

But China & Russia face declining workforces 
(Grow old before becoming rich)

20

Country or area 2015 2050
Change 
2015 to 
2050

WORLD 4,235   5,423   22%

China 929      733      -27%
US 192      211      9%

Russia 94        72        -30%

Projected Working Age (20-

64) population (millions)

Source:  United Nations (2015). Probabilistic 

Population Projections based on the World 

Population Prospects: The 2015 Revision. 

Significance?
Workers 
produce GDP 
and support  
oldsters!

Aging could 
create serious 
economic 
headwinds
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China SWOTS

Internal strengths
n Unprecedented growth

n Large size and population

n Political cohesion at the top

n Rising nationalism & ambition

n Long coastline access

n Ethnic homogeneity

n Trade competitiveness

n Mostly temperate climate

n Determined leadership

n Work ethic

Internal weaknesses
n Top-heavy communist controls

n Natural resource short

n Dependence on exports

n Local corruption

n Pollution

n Political protests, fragility

n Aging

n Growing inequality

n Middle income trap

n Industry debt

21

China has made a rapid and nonthreatening rise to global prominence, but  has not 

made political reforms – remains a question mark.

China SWOTS

External opportunities
n Expanding global presence
n Belt & Road Initiative
n Russian cooperation
n Halo of Beijing authoritarianism
n Rising reputation – soft power
n Growing world influence 
n Expanding Navy
n Cyber capacity
n $4 trillion foreign reserves

External threats
n North Korean collapse
n Strained relations with Japan, 

Tibet, Vietnam, Taiwan, etc.
n US hegemony and market power
n US tariffs & bans of suppliers
n Dependence on Malacca Straits
n Petrol and food dependency
n Rising India
n Backlash from foreign projects

22

Bottom line: China has risen rapidly and has eclipsed US 
as largest economy, but is a partial power, years from a 
global power comparable to US.

Benefited from world that America made, but not yet accepted its 
responsibility as a global leader 
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Greatest threat may be 
Europe’s disunity 

n Biggest challenge to US global leadership once was thought to 
be EU, but no longer. Today, Europe is stagnate if not declining 
and fracturing internally and externally

European unity matters to U.S. interests. A strong Europe and 
only a strong Europe can stabilize the region, manage migration 
and refugee issues …, contain Russia at a reduced cost, and 
provide the markets that American companies need for growth. 
On its current course the EU cannot achieve these goals, and the 
decay or dissolution of the union would only make things worse. 
It does not advance U.S. interests for Europe to go the way of the 
Soviet Union or stay deadlocked in decline. A vibrant Europe 
whose unity is based on common-sense cooperation and pro-
growth economic policies suits America best….

23
“Europe’s Challenge Is Decline, Not Trump,” by Walter Russell Mead, WSJ, Feb. 18, 2019

Conclusions: Decoding 
US-China Trade

1. What are effects of trade deficits?
A. Reduces US jobs, increases borrowing from China, reduces consumer prices, 
raises exchange rates   
2. Why unbalanced US-China trade?
A. Many factors – China’s attractive prices, lack of US saving, unlevel playing 

field, and intellectual property theft
3. How to level trade playing field with China?
A. Better protect intellectual property, tougher import and investment rules, 
more R&D, use greater leverage to wring market access reforms from China 
4. Why is China becoming more aggressive?
A. Bolstered confidence due to growth success and dream of regaining greater 

global clout and credibility
5. Is China a major threat to US? 

A. Yes, perhaps not imminent as China gains more than loses from US. Both 
hard and soft power weaker, but stronger ties to Russia increase threat.

24
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Mismeasurements lead to 
mistakes
n How US measures imports beginning to misunderstanding of the true 

nature of economic impacts
n China’s GDP probably exaggerated
n While some measures of China’s economy based upon GDP (PPP), US 

value of assets is 3X China’s: $100 trillion versus $30 trillion
n Fear China is about to overwhelm US is mistaken
n Prospects of China are not as glowing as GDP suggest-furthermore 

China likely to become old before it becomes rich
n China also faces major environmental issues-heavy use of coal is the 

chief reason why China is home to 16 of the world’s 20 most polluted 
cities

n Whether considered financially, demographically or geographically US 
enjoys substantial advantages

25Notes on Topic 4 “Decoding U.S.-China Trade,” by Jeremy Haft, Great Decisions 2019

The effects of tariffs

n Full value of the I-Phones imported from China are recorded in 
our trade balance whereas in fact a major chunk of this value is 
of US origin or from other countries

n Tariffs on steel and aluminum: 27,000 jobs created in steel and 
aluminum industry, but 430,000 jobs eliminated mostly in 
industries which consume steel and aluminum

n Chinese have retaliated with tariffs on ag products where 
67,000 US jobs will be lost

n China hiked to 67% tariffs on US pork exports - crippling them 
and prompting $12 billion aid to American farmers

n Despite these damaging effects, the electorate generally 
supports such tariffs

26Notes on Topic 4 “Decoding U.S.-China Trade,” by Jeremy Haft, Great Decisions 2019
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What should be done? Better import safety 

regulations

n Bolster safety protocols - Chinese food and drugs imported 

often are not safe because of poor regulations and enforcement

n 80% of active pharmaceutical ingredients and drugs is 

imported from China and India and India’s imports its raw 

materials from China

n Have been major issues with arsenic on Chinese apples

n China has one of world’s worst safety records for food, drugs 

and consumer goods

n Japan has more stringent import standards than US 

n Regulations need to be tightened over what US imports from 

Chinese

27Notes on Topic 4 “Decoding U.S.-China Trade,” by Jeremy Haft, Great Decisions 2019

What should be done: Pricing carbon 
content of products

n Carbon content in fuels is major contributor to global 
climate change

n Imports from China require much transport fuel plus 
expand coal use in China 

n If put price on harmful cost of carbon, would make 
imports more expensive but prices would be more in 
line with their true costs

n For example, much of the fish sticks are imported 
from thousands of miles away requiring much CO2 
emissions

28Notes on Topic 4 “Decoding U.S.-China Trade,” by Jeremy Haft, Great Decisions 2019
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What should be done? Use value-
added measurements

n We need to update our accounting system to a value-added measurement 
system so that we know more accurately the true origin of the products

n Japan and the WTO are moving toward developing a value-added trading 
yardstick

n We should encourage our trading partners to adopt the system so that we 
better understand where value is being created in the global supply chain

n And where jobs would be truly impacted
n Bolstering safety, pricing and negative externalities and updating economic 

numbers would best be done in a multilateral trade agreement rather than 
bilateral once

n A multilateral agreement would be more effective in countering China’s 
economic behavior

n Yes, are big trade imbalances between US and China, but overall financial, 
demographic and geographical balances still highly favor US

29Notes on Topic 4 “Decoding U.S.-China Trade,” by Jeremy Haft, Great Decisions 2019

Out of balance-trading with 
China
n The trade war with China is evolving into an economic standoff
n Will a trade agreement with China be the ultimate test of 

Trump’s presidency?
n Since the 1980s, US is had a large trade deficit with China ---

$375 billion in 2018
n Trump has pledged to cut the trade deficit initially by $100  

billion 
n Trump sees the trade deficit as a US scorecard - but this is 

problematic

30Notes on Video 5 “ Out of Balance: Trading with China,” Great Decisions 2019
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Trade a scorecard?

n Trading is especially complex in today’s global supply chain 
world

n The traditional view that “exports are good and imports are bad 
and deficits are very bad does not necessarily hold true in the 
modern world

n The main issue and the “big number is-is our economy 
growing-is real GDP per capita rising

n To run a deficit is a privilege-it depends on others willing to 
loan to us

n Whether we can repay depends upon how we invest the funds
n Some countries such as the US and Australia have run deficits 

for decades

31Notes on Video 5 “ Out of Balance: Trading with China,” Great Decisions 2019

The global supply chain

n Products now often contain components from various countries
n The iPhone is a classic example-it’s assembled in China but only 

a small portion of it is truly represent China exports
n However our trade balance with China assumes all the value of 

the iPhone is from China even though the vast majority is from 
elsewhere and in particular the majority is from the United 
States

n How tariff statutes and regulations are based upon century-old 
concepts and no longer fit global supply chain world

n US policy in the past has been that we shouldn’t pick winners 
and losers but let the market do that

32Notes on Video 5 “ Out of Balance: Trading with China,” Great Decisions 2019
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Current tariff war

n The Trump administration argues that the current tariffs are 
only a temporary matter until China reforms its policies

n US is the largest economy which gives us influence and 
leverage

n The US in fact wasn’t major proponent and leader of 
international institutions that liberalized trade and protected 
trade flows across the oceans

33Notes on Video 5 “ Out of Balance: Trading with China,” Great Decisions 2019

The rise of China trade

n It wasn’t till until the opening of the China economy and China 
joined the WTO-with US and Europe’s encouragement

n China sought WTO membership for both economic and 
geopolitical reasons

n It would enable them to expand their exports and be the 
backbone of their export dominated economy it would also give 
them global legitimacy

n It also provided China to access technology
n But after China met the initial WTO requirements, it didn’t 

complete his reforms after 2005
n China has grown very fast sense mission to WTO
n And many complaints against it are not covered by WTO rules
n WTO gave China the most favored nation trade rules

34Notes on Video 5 “ Out of Balance: Trading with China,” Great Decisions 2019
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Trans Pacific partnership-TPP

n This long and drawn out and complex negotiation over years 
was among nations excluding China

n Both the Bush and the Obama administration champion TPP, 
although Hillary Clinton who was heavily involved in the 
negotiations withdrew her support during the presidential 
campaign

n The hope was that the TPP would provide incentive for China to 
improve its trade policies

n But who’s going to enforce the rules?
n Some complaining that we’ve turned Asia over to China by 

pulling out of the TPP

35Notes on Video 5 “ Out of Balance: Trading with China,” Great Decisions 2019

Bilateral versus multilateral 
trade negotiations
n Bilateral:

n Trump prefers to negotiate bilaterally
n Easier to negotiate and US can use its market leverage
n Could lead to multilateral trade

n Multilateral
n Bilateral undermines WTO which US helped found
n Small nations are normally left out of bilateral
n Bilateral normally excludes environmental, labor 

regulations, etc.
n Resolution of present trade US-China conflicts with 

China very complex with global implications 
36Notes on Video 5 “ Out of Balance: Trading with China,” Great Decisions 2019


